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Proposal to the Senate Educational Policy Committee 
 

PROPOSAL TITLE: Proposal to revise the Computer Science B.S. degree in the College of 
Engineering. 

SPONSOR: Lenny Pitt, Professor and Director of Undergraduate Programs, Computer Science 
Tel: 333-7505,   Email:  pitt@illinois.edu. 

COLLEGE CONTACT: Kevin Pitts, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs and 
Professor, College of Engineering, 217-333-3946, kpitts@illinois.edu. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:  

This is a major revision that includes a variety of changes: 

1. Replace and discontinue CS 242 with new course CS 126 
2. Replace CS 231 + CS 232 requirement with CS 233 
3. Replace CS 373 + CS 473 requirement with new course CS 374 
4. Replace MATH 461 or 463 requirement with new course CS 361 
5. Remove requirement of taking either PHYS 213 or 214 
6. Replace CHEM 102 +103 requirement with a broader “additional science” requirement. 
7. Replace the “Technical Track” requirement with the requirement to take at least eight 

technical electives from a list maintained by the CS department, and meeting additional 
criteria determined by the CS faculty. 

 

JUSTIFICATION:  

1. CS 242 is taken too late in the current curriculum to allow students to benefit from the 
instruction on good coding practice.  Also, CS 126 will introduce a number of topics that 
are currently not covered in the curriculum. Finally, CS 126, placed between 
software/programming courses CS 125 and CS 225, will engage students in the practice 
of programming during their second semester, where there is currently a hole in the 
curriculum that has resulted in students going eight months or more without 
programming following their initial exposure. 

2. CS 233 combines material from both CS 231 and CS 232, while eliminating an undue 
focus on digital logic more relevant to computer engineering.  CS 233 also includes 
deeper coverage of important topics such as parallel architectures.   The reduction of two 
credit hours (3+3 to 4) will also allow students to take more advanced technical electives. 
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3. CS 373 contained dated material that was of dubious value for current CS students.  CS 
473 was taken too late in the curriculum for other courses to benefit, because CS 373 was 
a prerequisite.  The new four-hour CS 374 blends together topics from these two 
computer science theory courses, presenting them in a more unified manner, and 
accessible earlier in the curriculum.  The reduction of two credit hours (from 3+3 to 4) 
will also allow students to take more technical electives. 

4. Modern computer science practice increasingly relies on probabilistic and statistical 
methods to deal with large amounts of data.  It has become a sufficiently important topic 
that it is desirable to introduce this material earlier in the curriculum than MATH 461 or 
463 could (since the latter two require MATH 241 instead of just MATH 221 and 225).  
It is also important to focus on the particular topics that are relevant to CS, and to have 
students solve real-world problems via programming applied statistical and probabilistic 
methods.   

5. There is no reason that CS students would need either PHYS 213 or 214; this requirement 
is inherited from the Engineering College, in which many other departments need this 
material.   Data collected also shows that only a very small number of CS students 
transfer into other Engineering College departments; they mostly transfer into LAS, 
where these courses are not required. 

6. CS is widely applicable across many sciences, and there is little reason to require 
chemistry over, say, biology or astronomy or genetics or a number of other serious 
science courses in which computing applications are numerous.   

7. Our old track options are obsolete, and two of the three did not meet ABET accreditation 
requirements.  We have moved to a simpler structure requiring that students first take a 
solid but condensed core of foundational courses, followed by eight technical electives 
(two more than our current program), reflecting the breadth of the field.   Students will 
also be required to obtain depth in one focus area of computer science.  The list of 
technical electives and focus areas will vary as new courses are introduced, and dated 
courses retired. Consequently, it is desirable to allow revision of the list to be approved at 
the department level, just as are the details of the current “technical tracks”. 

BUDGETARY AND STAFF IMPLICATIONS:  

1) Resources 
a. How does the unit intend to financially support this proposal? 

 
There is no net gain in the number of CS courses required.  If anything, by 
shrinking the number of specifically required courses and allowing more 
technical electives course demand will be better balanced across upper level 
courses. 
 

b. How will the unit create capacity or surplus to appropriately resource this 
program? If applicable, what functions or programs will the unit no longer 
support to create capacity?   
 
No surplus or additional capacity is needed beyond that which is already 
required to handle our natural growth. 
 

c. Will the unit need to seek campus or other external resources? If so, please 
provide a summary of the sources and an indication of the approved support. 
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No additional campus or external resources will be needed due to the revision 
in program 
 

d. Please provide a letter of acknowledgment from the college that outlines the 
financial arrangements for the proposed program. 

 
 
2) Resource Implications 

a. Please address the impact on faculty resources including the changes in 
numbers of faculty, class size, teaching loads, student-faculty ratios, etc. 
 
No additional faculty resources will be needed due to this revision, as the 
revision does not increase the overall teaching load, rather it redistributes 
students across technical electives. 
 

b. Please address the impact on course enrollment in other units and provide an 
explanation of discussions with representatives of those units. (A letter of 
acknowledgement from units impacted should be included.) 
 
There will be a drop in students electing MATH 461 or STAT 400.  Recently, 
there have been no more than 60 CS students in each course each semester.  
The math and statistics departments are aware of these changes.   There will 
be a drop in enrollments in PHYS 213 and 214 (on average 50-
75/course/semester). There will be a drop in enrollment in CHEM 102 and 
CHEM 103, and likely increase in enrollments in other sciences, but we 
cannot anticipate how much interest there may be in any one course.  
However, many of our students already come in with AP Chemistry credit, so 
would not need to take another science besides physics.   

c. Please address the impact on the University Library (A letter of estimated 
impact from the University Librarian must be included for all new program 
proposals. If the impact is above and beyond normal library business 
practices, describe provisions for how this will be resourced.) 

None anticipated 

d. Please address the impact on technology and space (e.g. computer use, 
laboratory use, equipment, etc.) 

None anticipated 

DESIRED EFFECTIVE DATE:  

Fall, 2015 
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Appendix A: 

(Proposed Curriculum Revisions) 
 

Current Requirements: Current Hours Revised Requirements: Revised Hours 
 
Major Core Requirement  Major Core Requirement  
CS 100 (recommended) (1)  CS 100 (recommended) (1) 
CS 125 4 CS 125 4  
  CS 126 3 
CS 173 3 CS 173 3 
CS 210 2 CS 210 2 
CS 225 4 CS 225 4 
CS 231 3 
CS 232 3 

CS 233 4 

CS 241 4 CS 241 4 
CS 242 3   
CS 357* 3 CS 357* 3 
CS 373 3 
CS 473* 3 

CS 374 4 

CS 421* 3 CS 421* 3 
TOTAL CORE 38 TOTAL CORE 34 
* In the current curriculum, CS 357, 473, and 421 are typically listed as part of each CS 
Technical Track (below).  We have separated them out and listed them above because they are 
viewed as “core” courses, and because this makes clear the proposed changes to the curriculum. 
 
CS Technical Track 
Requirement (select one) 

CS track 
Math track 
CSE track 

18** CS Technical Electives 
(must satisfy certain 
constraints to be listed on 
department controlled 
web page) 

24 

** The hours listed in the technical tracks excludes those for CS 357, 421, and 473, because those 
are included above under Core Requirements. 
    
Supporting Math/Science    
MATH 221 4 MATH 221 4 
MATH 231 3 MATH 231 3 
MATH 241 4 MATH 241 4 
MATH 415 3 MATH 415 3 
MATH 461 or 463 3 CS 361 3 
PHYS 211 4 PHYS 211 4 
PHYS 212 4 PHYS 212 4 
PHYS 213 or 214 2   
CHEM 102 & 103 4 Science elective 3 
TOTAL MATH/SCI 31 TOTAL MATH/SCI 28 
    
Electives*** 41 Electives*** 42 
*** Includes Rhetoric, advanced composition, foreign language, and campus & college general education requirements 
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CLEARANCES: (Clearances should include signatures and dates of approval. These 
signatures must appear on a separate sheet.  If multiple departments or colleges are sponsoring 
the proposal, please add the appropriate signature lines below.) 

 

Signatures: 

 

_______________________________________   __________________________ 
Unit Representative:                 Date: 

 
 
_______________________________________   __________________________ 
College Representative:                 Date: 

 
 
_______________________________________   __________________________ 
Graduate College Representative:               Date: 

 
 
_______________________________________   __________________________ 
Council on Teacher Education Representative:   Date: 
 
 
 

pitt
2/1/2015





































Subject: Re:$Proposal$for$the$UAC

Date: Wednesday,$December$31,$2014$1:29:24$PM$Central$Standard$Time

From: Ahlgren,$Scott$David

To: Pitt,$Leonard$B

CC: ,$Muncaster,$Robert$G,$Ando,$Matthew$A

Dear$Lenny,

The$Undergraduate$Affairs$Committee$in$the$Math$Department$voted$on$this$before$the$break,$and$approved$the$
following$proposal

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
1)$We$approve$of$the$proposed$revision$of$the$Math$&$CS$degree$in$LAS
2)$We$approve$of$the$proposed$changes$to$the$CS$degree$in$Engineering.
3)$We$approve$of$the$proposed$revision$to$CS$473,$which$is$crossSlisted
with$MATH$473
4)$We$are$aware$of$the$overlap$between$our$course$Math$461$and$the
proposed$course$CS$361$(crossSlisted$with$STAT$361),$and$the$overlap$with
ECE$313$(crossSlisted$as$MATH$362),$and$we$are$agreeable$to$the$creation
of$this$course.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Best,
Scott

On$Dec$17,$2014,$at$6:38$AM,$Pitt,$Leonard$B$<pitt@illinois.edu>$wrote:

attached

On$Wed12/17/14$Dec$17,6:26$AM,$"Ahlgren,$Scott$David"$<sahlgren@illinois.edu>$wrote:

Hello,

Would$you$be$able$to$send$the$revised$proposals$so$that$it’s$clear$what$
is$being$approved?$$I$think$that$we$only$have$the$old$proposals.

Thanks,
Scott

$
$

mailto:pitt@illinois.edu
pitt
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Subject: CS#and#Stat/CS#course#and#curriculum#proposals

Date: Wednesday,#December#3,#2014#12:21:50#PM#Central#Standard#Time

From: Simpson,#Douglas#G

To: Pitt,#Leonard#B

CC: Rutenbar,#Rob,#Simpson,#Douglas#G,#Carney,#Karen#M

Dear#Lenny,

Thank#you#for#the#opportunity#to#review#and#work#with#you#on#the#course#and#curriculum#proposals#for:

1)#Proposed#CS#361,#"Prob/Stat#for#Computer#Science;"

2)#Proposed#revision#of#the#STAT/CS#major;#and

3)#Revision#of#CS#requirements#in#Statistics#and#probability.

I#write#to#indicate#the#Department#of#Statistics#approval#of#the#following:

1)#Statistics#wishes#to#crossVlist#CS#361#as#STAT#361;

2)#Statistics#approves#of#the#revised#Statistics#and#Computer#Science#major;

3)#Statistics#approves#of#the#change#in#the#undergraduate#CS/Engineering#degree#program#that#replaces#the#Math

461#or#Stat#400#requirement#with#the#new#CS/STAT#361#requirement.

Best#regards,

Doug#Simpson

================================

Douglas#G.#Simpson

Professor#and#Chair

Department#of#Statistics

University#of#Illinois#at#UrbanaVChampaign

================================

pitt
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